Unit 7, No 16 Huntingdale Dr
Thornton Industrial Estate
PO Box 330 East Maitland 2323
Ph 02 4966 1511 Fax 02 4966 1711

Report on Proposed Remediation Work to
St Columbans Church Mayfield

Prepared for:
St Columbans Church
39 Church St Mayfield
Maitland Newcastle Catholic Diocese
ATTN:
Purpose:

Fr Stephen Hill

This report was requested by Fr Stephen Hill following an initial report prepared by
Burke Engineering Services outlining existing damage to the church building.
Fr Stephen requested further investigation be carried out to provide an expanded
examination of the damage to the building foundations, and to provide a conceptual
design for required remedial works for the purpose of financial estimating. This
report should be read in conjunction with the initial report by Burke Engineering
Services dated 19th Jan 2017.

Inspection date: 6th June 2017
Report date:

3rd July 2017

The property:

For a description of the construction methodology of the existing church building
refer report dated 19th Jan 2017

Scope:

This report is intended to provide further advice on the condition of the existing
footing system to the church building, and make conceptual recommendations for
remedial repair where applicable.

A visual inspection of the existing footings was carried out on 6th June 2017 by representatives of Burke
Engineering Services in the presence of Fr Stephen Hill of the Maitland Newcastle Catholic Diocese, and
representatives of David Kirkman Carpentry & Joinery. The subfloor space was accessed in several areas by
removing floor boards where required. The general locations where damage to the footings was apparent have
been numbered on a copy of the historical footing design drawing provided. Refer Figure 1, Appendix A.
NB: The location of the circular Baptistry shown on the plan, mirrors the as-constructed building. ie; the
Baptistry has been constructed on the southern side of the church. The footings to the eastern wings are also
shown mirrored.
A brief description of the severity of the damage at each location follows.
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Description of Defects - Footings
The location of the damage to the exposed footings, visible at the time of inspection was numerically referenced
and is shown on Figure 1, Appendix A. The severity of the observed damage at each location, at the time of
inspection was categorised as minor, moderate or severe. It should be noted that damage categorised as minor at
the time of inspection may deteriorate over a relatively short period of time. This is evidenced by the clear
deterioration of footings adjacent to previously painted sections of exposed reinforcement undertaken by David
Kirkman Carpentry & Joinery approximately 4 years prior to this inspection.
The findings are summarised in Table 1 below.
Loc’n Ref’
(Figure 1,
App’ A)

Loc’n /
Description

1

Northeast wing
external wall

2

Northeast corner
external wall

3
4

5

Curved East
external wall
section
Suspended slab
to Alter
Northern
column
alignment
Internal strip
footing

6

Southeast wing
external walls

7

Southern wing
internal &
external walls

8

9

10

Central northern
wing external
wall
Northwest
section between
internal and
external
footings

South-west
corner Including
Baptistry -

Reference
Photos
(App’ B)

Description of Damage
 Minor to moderate damage visible to sides of exposed footing
at several locations.
 Spalling evident to sides of footing,
 Exposed top reinforcement.
 Minor damage visible to sides of exposed footing at several
locations.
 Exposed top reinforcement.
 Minor to moderate damage visible to top and sides of exposed
footing at several locations
 Severe localised damage to soffit of suspended slab.
 Exposed bottom reinforcement
 Moderate damage visible to sides of exposed footing at
multiple locations.
 Spalling evident to sides of footing,
 Exposed top reinforcement.
 Visible cracking to side of main columns
 Severe damage visible to sides of exposed footing at multiple
locations.
 Spalling evident to sides of footing,
 Exposed top reinforcement.
 Refer original report for additional photos of this area.
 Severe damage visible to sides of exposed footing at multiple
locations.
 Spalling evident to sides of footing with exposed
reinforcement.
 Evidence of further deterioration since completion of previous
remedial work
 Moderate damage visible to sides of exposed footing
 Severe damage visible to sides of exposed footing at multiple
locations.
 Spalling evident to sides of footing.
 Exposed severely rusted reinforcement.
 Severe damage visible to sides and base of exposed footing at
multiple locations.
 Spalling evident to sides and base of footing.
 Exposed severely deteriorated reinforcement.
 Spalled concrete shows lack of aggregate grading & possible
furnace inclusions

P1, P2

P3
P4, P5
P6, P7

P8, P9,
P10

P11, P12

P13 - P17

P18

P19- P29

P30 – P35

Table 1: Damage to Footings
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Discussion
The expanded scope of the second investigation has confirmed the poor state of the footing system extends
throughout the building footprint, with severe deterioration of the concrete footings being identified in most
areas except the northeast corner where only minor damage was observed.
Given the observed damage to the visible concrete strip footing discussed above, concerns are also held in
relation to the condition of the buried footings & concrete piers to the main supporting columns and other parts
of the building.
We re-iterate our previous comment that because of the age of the structure, the quality of the concrete used in
the footings is likely to be below current Australian Standards. Observations of the spalled concrete samples
indicate the aggregates are very poorly graded. The concrete appeared to contain inclusions of furnace slag,
which was confirmed in the original concrete specification provided by Fr Stephen. Furnace slag is known to
have negative effects in relation to the development of concrete cancer.
It is considered the footings have likely exceeded their design life with both the concrete and steel reinforcement
having deteriorated beyond acceptable limits.
It is our opinion the footings will continue to deteriorate and will undergo failure at some point. This will result
in excessive deflections, and damage to the building. The building may become unsafe as a result.

Recommendations
Remediation to the following areas are required to be completed. All work to be carried out in accordance with
detailed engineering designs to be completed by a suitably qualified and experienced engineer. Burke
Engineering Services may be of assistance in this regard if required.
1. Footing System. Complete remediation of entire footing system as follows. Refer Drawing J2793 SK1:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

x.
xi.
xii.

Remove all flooring and subfloor framing
Conduct geotechnical investigate to confirm level of rock across site and bearing capacity of
overlying material
Excavate ground down to bulk excavation level, min 600 below the base of all footing beams to allow
clear access to all sides and base of footings.
Expose the perimeter of all piers down to rock to allow for the assessment of piers below bulk
excavation level by the engineer.
Scrabble and clean all loose concrete from footings
Treat all exposed reinforcement with high quality rust inhibitor Penetrol or equal. (Refer Appendix C)
Patch all faces of footings with high quality concrete repair mortar. Fosroc Renderoc HB40 or equal.
(Refer Appendix C)
Apply Drytreat 100N CI or equal to all concrete surfaces. (Refer Appendix C)
Backfill to underside of footing system across the entire building footprint with 3.0 Mpa self-levelling
grout such as Meyco Mine grout or equivalent, to provide new support to all footingsDemolish &
replace suspended slab to Alter.
Reinstate & compact fill material to engineers’ specification.
Reinstate piers and associated footings and floor system.
Make good all damage to structure.
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2. External Drainage Works. Surface drainage to the northern side of the church is inadequate to prevent the
ingress of water to the subfloor area. Refer Photos P36-P38 Appendix A and Drawing J2793 SK1.
The following works are recommended:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Demolish external pavements to northern side of building
Re-shape ground to divert flows away from building and prevent ingress to subfloor area
Reinstate pavements
Replace / Repair box gutters and downpipes as required

3. Roof Structure.
i. Complete repairs of damaged roof trusses as per Burke Engineering report dated:19th Jan 2017
ii. Complete repairs to existing ceiling structure as per Burke Engineering report dated:19th Jan 2017
4. Masonry Repair.
i. Complete remedial installation of masonry wall ties as per Burke Engineering report dated:19th Jan
2017

Allow for detailed structural design and supervision of above works by a suitably qualified and experienced
engineer.

Report Prepared by :

P.McDonald (B.Eng civil, M.I.E.Aust )

Report Checked by :

J. Burke (B.Eng civil, CPEng, NPER)
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Appendix A – Supplied Plans.
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Figure 1- Part Copy of Building Footing Plan. (NB: Baptistry Location shown mirrored)
Access Locations shown indicative only
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Appendix B – Photos.

Photo P1- Loc’n 1, East External wall

Photo P2- Loc’n 1, East external wall

Photo P3- Loc’n 2, Southeast cnr external wall
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Photo P4- Loc’n 3- eastern external wall

Photo P5- Loc’n 3- eastern external wall

Photo P6- Loc’n 4 - Suspended slab to Alter
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Photo P7- Loc’n 4 - Suspended slab to Alter

Photo P8- Loc’n 5 - Internal strip footing linking main northern columns

`
Photo P9- Loc’n 5a - Damage to internal column at– Northern alignment
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.
Photo P10- Loc’n 5 - Damage to internal column – Northern alignment

Photo P11- Eastern external wall, loc’n 6a, southeast wing. Further deterioration present.

Photo P12- South-west corner external wall, loc’n 6b, southeast wing
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Photo P 13- Loc’n 7, South internal wall. Further deterioration evident

Photo P 14- Loc’n 7, South internal wall. Further deterioration evident

Photo P 15- Loc’n 7, South internal wall. Further deterioration evident
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Photo P 16- Loc’n 7, South internal wall. Further deterioration evident

Photo P 17- Loc’n 7, South internal wall.

Photo P 18- Loc’n 8, Northern external wall
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`
Photo P19- Loc’n 9, Northern internal footing

Photo P20- Loc’n 9, Damage to northern internal & transverse footing

Photo P21- Loc’n 9, Northern internal footing
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Photo P22- Loc’n 9, Northern internal footing

Photo P23- Loc’n 9, Northern internal footing

Photo P24- Loc’n 9, Northern internal footing
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Photo P25- Loc’n 9, Northern internal footing

Photo P26- Loc’n 9, Northern internal footing

Photo P27- Loc’n 9, Northern internal footing
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Photo P28- Loc’n 9, Northern External footing

Photo P29- Loc’n 9, Northern External footing

Photo P30- Loc’n 10, Baptistry external footing, exposed btm reinforcement
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Photo P31- Loc’n 10, Baptistry external footing, exposed btm reinforcement

Photo P32- Loc’n 10, Baptistry external footing, exposed btm reinforcement

Photo P33- Loc’n 10, Baptistry external footing. Apparent lack of grading to aggregate
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Photo P34- Loc’n 10, Baptistry external footing. De-bonding of concrete aggregates

Photo P35- Loc’n 10, Sample concrete spalled from baptistry footing
showing lack of grading to concrete aggregates, and possible furnace inclusions

Photo P36 - Inadequate surface drainage- northern side of church
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Photo P37- Inadequate surface drainage- northern side of church

Photo P38- Inadequate prevention of water ingress to air vents northern side of church
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Appendix C . PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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